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Oxygen equilibrium isotope effects (18O EIEs) upon the formation of metal superoxide and peroxide structures
from natural abundance O2 are reported. The 18O EIEs determined over a range of temperatures are compared
to those calculated on the basis of vibrational frequencies. Considering all vibrational modes in a “full frequency
model” is found to reproduce the empirical results better than “cut-off” models which consider only the most
isotopically sensitive modes. Theoretically, the full frequency model predicts that 18O EIEs arise from competing
enthalpic and entropic influences resulting in nonlinear variations with temperature. Experimental evidence
is provided for an increase in the magnitude of the EIE, in some instances implicating a change from inverse
to normal values, as the temperature is raised. This finding is not easily reconciled with the common intuition
that 18O EIEs arise from a reduction of the O-O force constant and attendant changes in zero point energy
level splitting. Instead a dominant entropic effect, as described here, is expected to characterize isotope effects
upon reversible binding of small molecules to metal centers in enzymes and inorganic compounds.

Introduction

Stable isotope fractionation1,2 has become a universal tool
for investigating chemical and biological reactivity in defined
as well as complex environments.3-6 Methods have been
developed for the study of carbon-13, nitrogen-15, and oxygen-
18 isotope effects on reactions of organic compounds in addition
to a variety of small molecules (e.g., O2, N2, and CO2).4 The
oxygen-18 fractionation technique, in particular, has been
applied to a range of important problems from the atmospheric
production of ozone7 to the effects of pollutants on human
respiration.8 Yet the ability to extract detailed structural and
mechanistic information from the isotope effect in these studies
remains a challenge.9

Our recent efforts have concentrated on the use of oxygen
isotope effects to probe the oxidative reactivity of inorganic
compounds and metalloenzymes, specifically that involving
molecular oxygen (O2).9a,b To advance established approaches,9c

we have developed methods for analyzing related isotope effects
on reactions of superoxide (O2

•-)10,11 and hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2).12 An important goal for this research is to use oxygen
equilibrium isotope effects (18O EIEs) to relate the reactions of
O2, O2

•-, and H2O2 to one another and as well as to illuminate
the constituent kinetic isotope effects (18O KIEs) upon the
formation of oxygen-derived intermediates.

The requirement of characterizing structures of activated
oxygen intermediates in terms of molecular vibrations makes
density functional theory (DFT) a vital complement to these
studies. Though DFT has been used extensively to describe
barriers to small molecule activations in biological13,14 and
chemical settings,15 calibration of the methodology to predict
isotape effects is often difficult. Here we propose that the

comparison of experimental to computed oxygen isotope effects
provides an effective way to evaluate ground and possibly
transition state structures.

18O KIEs and 18O EIEs have been determined for a number
of O2 activation reactions and analyzed within the context of
experimental stretching frequencies.10,16,17 In the vast majority
of cases, 18O KIEs upon reactions of O2 have been interpreted
by using the 18O EIE, defined simply according to eq 1, as an
upper limit.9c The relationship 18O KIE < 18O EIE can be derived
from Transition State Theory and the definition in eq 2, which
neglects nuclear tunneling and isotopic differences in transmis-
sion coefficient. When the isotope effect upon the reaction
coordinate frequency, the mode that converts a translation into
a vibration at the transition state, is negligible (16,16νRC/16,18νRC

≈ 1), the 18O KIE is equivalent to the pseudoequilibrium
constant for converting the reactant to the transition state
(16,16KTS/16,18KTS). Since the transition state is associated with a
structure having vibrational frequencies intermediate of the
reactant and product, the relationship 16,16KTS/16,18KTS < 18O EIE
is expected to hold.17

18O EIE)16,16Keq/
16,18Keq (1)

18O KIE) (16,16νRC/16,18νRC) × (16,16KTS/16,18KTS) (2)

While the literature is rife with discussions of how νRC may
contribute significantly to heavy atom KIEs,3b few studies have
computationally examined the reaction coordinate for binding
of small molecules to heavier metal fragments.18 It can be
difficult to define a saddle point structure and consequently
estimate νRC for such reactions of O2, where a new metal-O
bond is formed at the same time the O-O is weakened.
Interestingly, experiments have revealed that the 18O KIEs are
highly variable, yet in all cases are smaller than the 18O EIEs
which are similar for the related reversible O2 binding reac-
tions.17 These results have been taken as support for the
assumption that the 18O KIE < 18O EIE and that the 16,16νRC/16,18νRC

contribution can be neglected.17 To our knowledge, an alternative
possibility where 16,16νRC/16,18νRC is a primary determinant of
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the 18O KIE, which varies within the limits set by the 18O EIE,
has not been considered.

As a first step toward refining computational methods for
studies of isotope effects upon O2 activation, the following report
describes 18O EIEs determined by using an established natural
abundance/competitive isotope fractionation method.9 Measure-
ments were performed on structurally defined O2-carrier mol-
ecules formally described as cobalt(III) end-on superoxide (η1-
O2

-I) and rhodium(III) side-on peroxide (η2-O2
-II) adducts

(Chart 1). The 18O EIEs were determined by using pre-
equilibrated solutions by analyzing the 18O/16O composition of
the O2 released from the inorganic compound. The experimental
18O EIEs are compared to those calculated by using two different
types of models, a “full-frequency” model that considers all
vibrations associated with the isotopic molecules and a “cutoff”
model that employs only three isotope-dependent vibrations for
the metal and O2. The cutoff approach was originally popular-
ized by Stern and Wolfsberg19 for large molecules before high-
level electronic structure calculations were readily available.
Although Stern and Wolfsberg may not have recommended the
analogous approach be extended to reactions of small moelcules,
such methods have been used extensively to interpret experi-
mental studies of 18O EIEs on reactions of O2.9a,10,16,17

The present studies evaluate the abilities of full-frequency
and cutoff models to reproduce variations in 18O EIEs over large
ranges in temperature. Due to the bimolecular nature of the O2

binding reactions under consideration, compensating influences
of both enthalpy and entropy are expected to determine the
reaction spontaneity as well as the isotope effects. Upon
coordinating O2 to a redox metal center, low-frequency
metal-oxygen vibrations are created at the expense of the mass-
dependent translations and rotations in free O2. The conversion
of these mass-dependent degrees of freedom in O2 to new, low-
frequency vibrations in the end-on superoxide and side-on
peroxide structures results in 18O EIEs that exhibit distinctive
variations with temperature. The reliable prediction of these
trends requires the accurate assessment of the net isotope shifts
of all vibrations within O2 and the oxygenated product.

Experimental Section

1. Methods and Materials. Manipulations of air- and
moisture-sensitive materials were performed by using Schlenk
techniques or a N2-filled glovebox (MBraun). Reagents were
obtained from Aldrich in the highest purity available and purified
according to standard protocols.20 “Anhydrous” N,N-dimethyl-
formamide (DMF) obtained from Burdick & Jackson was stored
in the glovebox freezer to prevent decomposition and sparged
with N2 to remove volatile impurities prior to use. Chloroben-
zene (ClBz) (Fisher Scientific) was twice vacuum transferred

after drying over P2O5 for >12 h. MeTHF (Aldrich) was dried
over Na0/benzophenone. Compressed air (zero grade) and
oxygen (extra dry grade) were obtained from Airgas and further
purified by passing through a column of anhydrous calcium
sulfate (Drierite). Transition metal compounds were prepared
following published procedures.21 As described in earlier work,22

purity was assessed by elemental analysis, multinuclear NMR
spectroscopy, and the analysis of molar extinction coefficients
in the UV-visible region. Electronic absorbance spectra were
recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV-visible spectrophotometer
equipped with a peltier (89090-A) temperature controller. NMR
spectroscopy was performed with a Bruker Avance 300 MHz
spectrometer with a temperature calibrated probe.

2. Assessing the Reversibility of O2 Binding. Equilibrium
constants for the reversible coordination of O2 were evaluated
by using manometry and spectroscopy at varying temperatures.
Measurements of O2 pressure and isotope composition were
performed simultaneously with a home-built vacuum apparatus
equipped with a reaction chamber, combustion furnace (for
converting O2 to CO2), and calibrated capacitance manometer.22

Reaction solutions were saturated with 1 atm of dry air or
oxygen at the desired temperature. The pressure of O2 obtained
from solution aliquots with and without the transition metal
compound present was determined and related to the concentra-
tions of unbound and metal-bound O2 present at equilibrium.
The results agreed with those determined by spectroscopy under
the analogous conditions.

3. Equilibration of Reaction Mixtures. Equilibrium is
rapidly established for CosalO2 and CotmppO2 consistent with
previous reports.23,24 The equilibration of RhdppeO2

+ is much
slower due to the higher barriers to O2 coordination and release.
For this reaction, O2 binding rate constants were determined at
temperatures between 283 and 313 K by monitoring the optical
band at λmax ) 404 nm associated with the rhodium(I) starting
material, Rhdppe

+.25 Experiments were conducted under a
pseudo-first-order excess of O2. The data were analyzed
according to eq 3, where [A]eq and [A]0 are the equilibrium
and initial concentrations of Rhdppe

+, respectively, [A] is the
concentration of Rhdppe

+ at time (t), and kon′ ) kon × [O2].26

(1-
[A]eq

[A]0
) ln

(1- [A]eq/[A]0)

(1- [A]eq/[A])
) kon

′t (3)

Plotting the left side of eq 3 versus t gives a straight line
with a slope of kon′, when [A]eq is the [Rhdppe

+] at equilibrium.
The equilibrium constant is readily calculated from eq 4. The
rate constant for the reverse reaction (koff) can subsequently be
estimated from Keq ) kon/koff.

CHART 1: Transition Metal Superoxide and Peroxide Compounds with Abbreviations Used in This Study
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Keq)([A]0-[A]eq)/([A]eq[O2]) (4)

Analysis of the data between 283 and 313 K yielded
thermodynamic parameters as well as the activation parameters
corresponding to the formation of RhdppeO2

+. The Eyring
equation26 was used to extrapolate to rate constants outside the
experimental range, to temperatures as low as 213 K, assuming
no curvature. The kon and koff were used in kinetics simulations,
with the program KinSim,27 to approximate the time required
for RhdppeO2

+ to reach equilibrium at each temperature.
The equilibration time period was estimated by plotting

[Rhdppe
+]/[Rhdppe

+]0 versus time according to eq 5, and then
finding the point at which the slope stopped changing. In eq 5,
[A] is the concentration of the absorbing species, Rhdppe

+, at
time t. [A]0 is the initial Rhdppe

+concentration, kon′ ) kon × [O2]
and K′eq ) kon′/koff. The [A]/[A0] approaches a constant value
as the system nears the equilibrium. The equilibration time
estimated in this way was confirmed independently by perform-
ing isotope fractionation measurements on fully equilibrated
samples and comparing the results to those of purposely
nonequilibrated samples.

[A]
[A]0

)
1+K′eq exp[-(kon′ + koff) × t]

1+K′eq
(5)

4. Measurement of 18O EIEs. Detailed descriptions of the
apparatus and methodology used to determine 18O EIEs have
been published elsewhere.22,28 Samples of O2 were isolated from
solutions that contained no additional reactant or those which
contained a transition metal-O2 adduct in equilibrium with its
reduced form. The isolated O2 was purified from other condens-
able gases and quantitatively combusted to CO2 to facilitate
handling. The CO2 samples were placed in dry glass tubes and
flame-sealed, later to be analyzed with a dual-inlet isotope ratio
mass spectrometer at the University of Waterloo Environmental
Isotope Laboratory (uwEILAB), Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
Ratios of 18O to 16O were reported versus standard mean ocean
water (SMOW) with precisions of (0.0002.

The determination of 18O EIEs sometimes required equilibra-
tion over extended time periods. Samples were incubated by
using a recirculating bath (VWR Model 1190S) to control
temperatures between 243 and 313 K. A different type of cooling
apparatus was used below 243 K. For reactions that equilibrated
in <8 h, solutions were prepared in a modified reaction
chamber29 equipped with a jacketed Dewar. Temperature was
controlled by using slurries of pentane (153 K), THF (164 K),
DMF (213 K), and acetonitrile (228 K) mixed with liquid
nitrogen or 2-propanol (195 K) mixed with dry ice. For reactions
that required >8 h to equilibrate, premixed solutions were placed
in Schlenk tubes and stirred continuously in an immersion chiller
(Cryocool CC-100II, NESLAB Instruments). These solutions
were transferred via a stainless steel cannula into the precooled
reaction chamber.

Experiments were conducted under an atmosphere of O2 or
air, at natural abundance, in the reaction chamber attached to
the vacuum apparatus. Due to solubility and stability constraints,
measurements employed the polar solvent DMF (ε ) 36.7 at
293 K) and the relatively nonpolar solvents MeTHF (ε ) 5.62
at 293 K) and ClBz (ε ) 7.58 at 293 K). The activation
parameters for CosalO2 and CotmppO2 indicate that reactions
should reach equilibrium within minutes at the lowest temper-
atures examined.23,24 Resaturating the depleted solution with air
takes several minutes at 153 K even with vigorous bubbling
and stirring. Thus, a period of 45 min was allowed between
samples for the determination of 18O EIEs. Allowing for longer
times (>4 h) did not significantly affect the results.

The 18O EIEs were calculated from the pressure and isotope
composition of the CO2, which are identical to that of the O2

isolated from solution. According to eq 6, Rt is the 18O/16O in
the total O2 isolated from solutions containing the metal-O2

adduct, Ru is the 18O/16O in the O2 isolated from solutions
containing only the gas and no transition metal compound, and
1 - f is the fraction of the metal-bound O2 that was determined
from the change in pressure upon adding the reduced transition
metal compound to an O2 or air-saturated solution and allowing
for equilibrium to be attained. Only samples that showed a
significant uptake of O2 (1 - f) > 0.1 were analyzed. The 18O
EIE at each temperature was determined as the average of
multiple independent measurements and reported with errors
of (1 standard deviation about the mean.

18O EIE) 1- f
Rt/Ru - f

(6)

5. Computational Analysis of Vibrational Frequencies.
Molecular geometries were fully optimized at the density
functional level of theory (DFT) by using the modified exchange
and correlation functionals of Perdew and co-workers mP-
WPW9130 as implemented in Gaussian03.31 The atomic orbital
basis functions used in the calculations are given in parentheses:
Co, Fe, and Cl (the compact relativistic effective core potential
basis CEP-31G),32 N and O (6-311G*), P (6-311G**), C(6-
31G), and H (STO-3G).33,34a For Rh, the LANL2DZ basis set
with effective core potentials was employed. The stability of
the final wave function solution was confirmed for each
optimized structure. SOMOs and HOMOs were visualized and
associated with either the metal or O2. No imaginary modes
were indicated for any of the optimized geometries.

The mPWPW91 functional along with the 6-311G* basis on
oxygen was chosen for its ability to reproduce the absolute
stretching frequency of O2 and the vibrational frequency shift
upon isotope substitution.34 This DFT method had previously
been shown to accurately reproduce the experimental isotope
effect for a related reaction. To test the influence of solvent
polarity upon 18O EIE,35 geometries were optimized within a
polarized continuum model (PCM) which included the solvation
effects of DMF, ClBz, and THF. Solvent polarity is expected
to enhance charge transfer to oxygen within the metal-O2

adduct, thereby increasing the O-O bond length and decreasing
the stretching frequency.

6. Calculations of 18O EIEs. 18O EIEs were calculated by
using the formalism of Bigeleisen and Goeppert-Mayer,36 in
which the isotope effect is equal to the equilibrium constant
for an isotope exchange reaction. The chemical equation for
such a reaction is obtained by subtracting the individual
equilibria associated with the heavy and light isotopologues;
this is equivalent to dividing the individual equilibrium con-

CHART 2: Isotope Exchange for End-On Superoxide (a)
and Side-On Peroxide (b) Structuresa

a A and B correspond to O2 and the oxygenated product, respectively.
The asterisk designates the site of 18O.
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stants, i.e., 18O EIE ) K(16O16O)/K(16O18O). The isotope
exchange reactions are shown in Chart 2 for the end-on (η1)
and side-on (η2) binding of O2. In the latter case, symmetry
equates the positions of the oxygen nuclei.

The 18O EIEs associated with the isotope exchange reactions
can be defined in terms of three reduced partition functions (eq
7). These contributions include the isotopic differences in zero-
point energy (ZPE), energy of the excited vibrational states
(EXC), and the mass and moments of inertia (MMI) (eqs
8-11).37 Two expressions are given for MMI, the first of which
(eq 10) is a consequence of the Redlich-Teller Product Rule.38

The second expression for MMI (eq 11) is derived from the
rigid rotor approximation where M is the molecular mass and
I represents the moment of inertia.

18O EIE)ZPE × EXC × MMI (7)

ZPE)
[ Π

j

3N-6 e(hνj
B*/2kT)

e(hνj
B/2kT) ]

[ Π
i

3N-5 e(hνj
A*/2kT)

e(hνj
A/2kT) ]

(8)

EXC)
[ Π

j

3N-6 1- e(hνj
B*/kT)

1- e(hνj
B/kT) ]

[ Π
i

3N-5 1- e-(hνj
A*/kT)

1- e-(hνj
A/kT) ]

(9)

MMI)VP)
Π
j

3N-6
(νj

B/νj
B*)

Π
i

3N-5
(νj

A/νj
A*)

(10)

MMI)
[(16,16M

16,18M)3/2

× Π
j

nrot(16,16I
16,18I)1/2]

final

[(16,16M
16,18M)3/2

× Π
i

nrot(16,16I
16,18I)1/2]

initial

(11)

Most discussions of 18O EIEs for end-on (η1) O2 adducts have
neglected the preference for heavy oxygen coordinating to the
metal.28,29 The assumption is generally made that equal fractions
of M-18O-16O and M-16O-18O contribute to the isotope
effect. In the appendix to this article we present an alternative
analysis where the isotopic preference is considered explicitly
through the contributions of the individual isotope effects. The
18O EIE can be calculated as a weighted geometric mean39aof the
M-18O-16O and M-16O-18O coordination modes relative to
M-16O-16O (eq 12). The weighting term, R, representing the
fraction of the metal-O2 adduct with 16O-18O coordinated via
the heavy isotope is calculated directly from the vibrational
frequencies (eq 13).

18O EIEWGM ) (18,16O EIE)R × (16,18O EIE)(1-R) (12)

R) 1

1+
18,16O EIE
16,18O EIE

(13)

For the end-on superoxide species in this study, where two
bonding modes are possible, the 18O EIE and constituent
partition functions were calculated as the weighted geometric
means per eqs 12 and 13. The preference of the heavy isotope
for the metal, as manifested in the inverse 18,16O EIE, is thus

explicitly taken into account. It follows from eq 13 that R )
1/2 when 18,16O EIE ) 16,18O EIE and there is no coordination
preference. In this case, eq 12 can be replaced by the geometric
average of 18,16O EIE and 16,18O EIE.39b The difference between
the 18,16O EIE and 16,18O EIE is expected to decrease as the
temperature rises and the populations of vibrationally excited
states corresponding to the different coordination modes become
equal. For the reactions examined in this work, the weighted
geometric mean 18O EIE is found to be indistinguishable from
the arithmetic and harmonic means at T > 80 K.

Results

We have probed the variation in O2 binding 18O EIEs as a
function of temperature and tested whether the experimental
trends can be modeled using DFT calculations in light of the
established theory.36,37 Due to the small size of the 18O KIE,
the time scale for isotopic equilibrium is assumed to be the same
as that of the corresponding chemical equilibrium. Some
measurements were intentionally performed on nonequilibrated
samples to determine the impact upon isotope fractionation and
the apparent 18O EIE.

In earlier works from different laboratories, inorganic com-
pounds and metalloproteins were shown to satisfy the require-
ments of reversibility and equilibration at a single temperature.
The following 18O EIEs were reported22,28,40 for the superoxide
and peroxide structures in Chart 1: 1.0039 ( 0.0002 (oxyHb in
water at 298 K), 1.0054 ( 0.0006 (oxyMb in water at 298 K),
1.0041 ( 0.0011 (CosalO2 in DMF at 259 K), 1.0053 ( 0.0017
(CosalO2 in ClBz at 245 K), 1.0066 ( 0.0013 (CotmppO2 in ClBz
at 245 K), 1.0199 ( 0.0017 (RhdppeO2

+ in DMF at 295 K),
1.0226 ( 0.0013 (IrNCOO2 in DMF at 295 K), and 1.0305 (
0.0023 (IrClO2 in DMF at 295 K). In this study, we have
expanded the temperature range to probe the variations in the
18O EIE for the inorganic molecules. Only the cobalt and
rhodium compounds were investigated due to practical consid-
erations related to stability and equilibration time.

1. Challenges Associated with Slowly Equilibrating Reac-
tions. The estimation of the activation parameters for RhdppeO2

+

formation and its dissociation to Rhdppe
+ and O2 is described

in the Experimental Section. In Figure 1, the left panel
demonstrates disappearance of Rhdppe

+ absorbance at 404 nm
in ClBz and the right panel shows the fit of the data collected
during the first 800 s at 293 K. The Keq ) 344 M-1 derived
from the spectrophotometric results compares favorably to the
Keq ) 395 ( 52 M-1 estimated by 31P{1H} NMR experiments
at the same temperature. The level of internal agreement instills
confidence that under the conditions used to determine 18O EIE,
the samples were fully equilibrated. The kinetic and thermo-
dynamic parameters used to estimate the equilibration times for
18O EIE measurements are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Left panel: Change in absorbance upon formation of
RhdppeO2

+ at 293 K; [Rhdppe
+]0 ) 1.2 × 10-4 M, [O2] ) 1.4 × 10-3

M. Right panel: The first 800 s of data from the left panel fitted to eq
3. The results of the fit are [Rhdppe

+]eq ) 0.81 × 10-4 M, Keq ) 344
M-1, kon ) 0.7143 M-1 s-1, and koff ) 0.0021 s-1.
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As a test of the equilibration times required for RhdppeO2
+,

isotope ratio measurements were performed on samples that
were incubated at the reaction temperature for a fraction of the
total time needed for equilibrium to be established. Fully
equilibrated samples of RhdppeO2

+ exhibit 18O EIEs of 1.0220
( 0.0019 at 248 K and 1.0216 ( 0.0022 at 245 K. When the
same samples were incubated for only ∼20% of the required
equilibration time, an inflated apparent 18O EIE of 1.0301 (
0.0021 was observed. Experiments were also performed at 233
K. In this case, similar apparent 18O EIEs of 1.0281 ( 0.0016
and 1.0308 ( 0.0027 were measured after 6 and 144 h,
respectively. These results suggest that in neither experiment
was the sample fully equilibrated. The kinetic simulations used
to determine reaction conditions were, therefore, disregarded
and only data collected above 245 K included in the analysis.

The isotope fractionation upon formation of RhdppeO2
+ at

temperatures below 245 K is expected to depend on time. In
the absence of the reverse dissociation reaction, a significant
deviation from the actual 18O EIE is expected; whether the value
will be lower or higher depends upon the relative magnitudes
of the 18O KIE and 18O EIE. In most cases this relationship is
not known. It has been assumed, however, that the contribution
from the reaction coordination frequency should be negligible
making the 18O EIE an upper limit to the KIE.17 The results
obtained with RhdppeO2

+ at very low temperatures suggest a
different situation. At early times, when there is very little
product, the expression corresponding to the 18O EIE (eq 6)
will approximate the 18O KIE for the reaction in the forward
direction. On these grounds, the results obtained for nonequili-
brated samples, which were higher than those for equilibrated
samples, imply that the 18O KIE for the formation of RhdppeO2

+

might be greater than the 18O EIE at temperatures below
250 K.

2. 18O EIE on O2 Binding as a Function of Temperature.
Experiments were conducted in solvents of varying polarity to
test whether the dielectric constant could affect the vibrational
stretching frequencies and, therefore, the 18O EIEs. For O2

activation, the polar solvent is believed to stabilize the
O2-adducts15a,29,41 and could enhance charge transfer to the O-O
fragment causing an increase in bond length and decrease in
stretching frequency.

The temperature dependence of the 18O EIE upon forming
CosalO2 in solvents of differing polarity is shown in Figure 2.
In DMF, the 18O EIE increases from 1.0034 ( 0.0021 at 218 K
to 1.0072 ( 0.0014 at 294 K. In MeTHF where the 18O EIE
increases from 1.0004 ( 0.0026 at 161 K to 1.0056 ( 0.0025
at 249 K. The comparable variations with temperature indicate
that dielectric constant does not exert a major influence on the
18O EIE for the formation of CosalO2. This observation is in
contrast to the equilibrium constants for O2 binding which are
significantly enhanced by increasing solvent polarity.22,23

A similar temperature dependence of the 18O EIE is observed
for the other neutral end-on superoxide species, CotmppO2. In
MeTHF, the 18O EIE actually appears inverse 0.9990 ( 0.0013
at 155 K and gradually increases to normal 1.0028 ( 0.0014 at
248 K (Figure 2). The inverse 18O EIE is consistent with the
enthalpic contribution (ZPE) to the 18O EIE overriding the
entropic contribution (EXC × MMI).42 Isotope effects of similar
magnitude are seen in biological systems where end-on super-

oxide structures are present with differing degrees of hydrogen
bonding to the terminal oxygen. In cytochrome P450cam,
myoglobin, and hemoglobin, the 18O EIEs range from 1.0034
to 1.0054 at ambient temperature and physiological pH.28,40

In contrast RhdppeO2
+ exhibits 18O EIEs in DMF and ClBz

which appear to decrease slightly with increasing temperature.
In DMF, the 18O EIE is 1.0220 ( 0.0019 at 248 K and 1.0162
( 0.0015 at 313 K. In ClBz, the 18O EIE is 1.0274 ( 0.0016
at 246 K and 1.0142 ( 0.0028 at 295 K. As discussed above,
the larger 18O EIEs of ∼1.03 observed below 245 K are likely
to be overestimated due to insufficient equilibration times.
Though as observed with the neutral CosalO2, the 18O EIEs for
the cationic RhdppeO2

+do not seem to be affected by solvent
dielectric in spite of the equilibrium constants for O2 binding
(at 249 K) which vary from KO2 ) 1.2 × 105 M-1 in DMF to
5.7 × 103 M-1 in ClBz. Student’s t-test indicates that the mean
18O EIEs are not statistically different for the two solvents in
the range of 262-295 K.

3. Computational Analysis of Vibrational Frequencies.
Vibrational frequencies used to calculate 18O EIEs were obtained
by using a DFT method previously shown to reproduce the
temperature-independent 18O EIEs for a copper end-on super-
oxide compound.29 The mPWPW91 functional and basis sets
provided in the Experimental Section were used to determine
the minimum energy geometries of the metal-O2 adducts in
Chart 1 as well as for the simplified three-atom models, Co(η1-
O2) and Rh(η2-O2). Following geometry optimization, frequency
calculations indicated no imaginary modes for any of the
structures. All normal mode vibrations were used in the
calculations of the 18O EIEs, according to eqs 7-10, without
scaling.

The “zero frequencies”43 corresponding to the rotational
and translational modes are obtained upon diagonalization of
Cartesian force constant matrix and afforded by the DFT
calculations. By definition, the six modes for a nonlinear
polyatomic molecule and five modes for a linear molecule
should all have frequencies equal to zero. Wolfsberg has
suggested43 that the absolute magnitude of these frequencies
can be used to judge the reliability of the optimized geometry
and computed molecular force field. In this study the absolute
magnitudes of the “zero frequencies” were less than 11 cm-1

for the full structural models and less than 29 cm-1 for models

TABLE 1: Thermodynamic and Kinetic Parameters Determined for RhdppeO2
+ at a Standard State of 1 atm

solvent 4H (kcal/mol) 4S (eu) 4Hqon (kcal/mol) 4Sqon (eu) 4Hqoff (kcal/mol) 4Sqoff (eu)

DMF -15.0 ( 1.0 -37 ( 3 8.0 ( 3.0 -33 ( 11 23.0 ( 3.2 4 ( 11
ClBz -11.0 ( 2.0 -27 ( 5 8.3 ( 3.0 -31 ( 9 19.3 ( 3.6 -4 ( 10

Figure 2. Natural abundance 18O EIEs on the formation of CosalO2 in
DMF (green diamonds) and MeTHF (black squares), CotmppO2 in
MeTHF (red circles), and RhdppeO2

+ in DMF (orange triangles) and
ClBz (blue inverted triangles).
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containing only three atoms. It is not uncommon for DFT
calculations performed in default mode with Gaussian03 to give
“zero frequencies” as high as 50 or 60 cm-1; however, lower
frequencies obtained with the more stringent optimization
procedure can be close to 1 cm-1 indicating greater reliability
of the computed isotope effects.

Calculated O-O bond lengths (dO-O) and stretching frequen-
cies (νO-O) are presented in Table 2 for comparison with the
available experimental data. Though the calculations seem to
systematically overestimate νO-O, agreement within 100 cm-1

is deemed reasonable in view of the variations which can be
observed upon addition of a solvent correction.29 The calcula-
tions reveal longer dO-O and lower νO-O for the side-on
structures than the end-on structures. In the case of CosalO2,
the calculated dO-O differs significantly from the one determined
by X-ray crystallography.44 Yet the experimental bond length
is questionable due to disorder of the dioxygen ligand.

The three-atom models, Co(η1-O2) and Rh(η2-O2), indicate
dO-O and νO-O comparable to the experimental data for CosalO2,
CotmppO2, and RhdppeO2

+ (Table 2). Best agreement is found
when the Co(η1-O2) is optimized with a total charge ) 0 and
multiplicity ) 2 and the Rh(η2-O2) is optimized with a total
charge ) -1 and multiplicity ) 1. The use of extra electrons
in these truncated models is apparently needed to compensate
for the effects of the electron-releasing ligands that would
normally be bound to the metal.

The optimized Co(η1-O2) structure exhibits dO-O ) 1.300 Å,
dCo-O1 ) 1.848 Å, and a nonbonded distance of dCo-O2 ) 2.650
Å. The calculated O-O stretching frequency 16,16νO-O ) 1153.8
cm-1 shifts to lower values upon isotope substitution (∆ν )
34.4 cm-1 for Co-16O-18O and 30.7 cm-1 for Co-18O-16O).
The computational results compare favorably with the dO-O )
1.26 Å and νO-O in the range from 1142 to 1154 cm-1 reported
for other end-on cobalt superoxide structures such as the
oxygenated form of cobalt-reconstituted myoglobin.45

The Rh(η2-O2) structure was minimized with constrained C2V
symmetry and diffuse functions were added to the oxygen basis
set to accommodate the total negative charge on the molecule.
The calculated dO-O ) 1.429 Å, dRh-O ) 2.004 Å, and 16,16νO-O

) 918.9 cm-1 (∆ν ) 25.7 cm-1 for Rh16,18O2) are in reasonable
agreement with the experimentally determined dO-O ) 1.418
Å and νO-O ) 888 cm-1 for RhdppeO2

+.46,47 The three-atom
models indicate O-O bond lengths and stretching frequencies
which are in excellent agreement with the models of the actual
structures (Table 2).

4. Analysis of the Temperature-Dependent 18O EIEs. 18O
EIEs at varying temperatures were predicted within the formal-

ism of Bigeleisen and Goeppert-Mayer by using full-frequency
and computational three-atom cutoff models (Table 3).36,37

Calculations were performed at 50-60 points between 0.15 and
1000 K. The quality was judged on the basis of agreement with
the experimental results, inspection of the “zero frequencies”,
and deviations from the Redlich-Teller Product Rule. Wolfs-
berg has suggested these criteria for evaluating the reliability
of computed isotopic partition functions.43 As discussed above,
the “zero frequencies” associated with the rotational and
translational modes of the molecule should be zero. Deviations
occur when the exact stationary point corresponding to the
equilibrium geometry of the optimized structure is not found.43

In the structural models described above, the “zero frequencies”
range from 11 to 29 cm-1, 18O EIEs associated with the former
giving superior agreement to the experimental results. In
addition, deviation from the Redlich-Teller Product Rule was
assessed by comparing MMI terms calculated by using two
approaches. The MMIrot derived from molecular masses and
rotational constants (eq 12) should be the same as the MMIVP

derived from the ratio of vibrational frequencies (eq 11). For
the full-frequency and computational three-atom cutoff models,
the use of MMIrot in place of MMIVP would impart a deviation
in the calculated 18O EIE which is (0.0005 and well within
the experimental errors.

To further understand the physical origins of the 18O EIEs,
calculations were performed by using full-frequency models over
an extended range of temperatures. The 18O EIEs determined
for the formation of CosalO2 and RhdppeO2

+ are typical of
reactions where O2 coordinates to a metal-ligand complex
(Figure 3).29 Though the overall trends are similar for metal-O2

adducts, the positions of the EIE maxima for the η1-superoxide
structures occur at higher temperatures than the η2-peroxide
structures due to the contributions of the low-frequency
vibrational modes.54

Within the full-frequency model, the inverse ZPE and EXC
contributions are counterbalanced by a large normal MMI effect
(1.144-1.155). Its size and relative invariance among the
reactions examined is consistent with the loss of mass-dependent
rotational and translational modes when O2 binds to the much
heavier metal fragment. Since new low-frequency modes are
created, the product EXC × MMI is associated with the isotope
effect on ∆S. The bonding changes are manifested in ZPE,
which is consequently associated with the isotope effect on ∆H.
Both contributions are predicted to depend on temperature over
large ranges as shown in Figure 3.

In the two cases examined, the 18O EIE begins inverse (<1),
passes through a normal (>1) maximum, and then approaches

TABLE 2: Comparison of Calculated O-O Stretching Frequencies and Bond Lengths to Experimental Values

νO-O(cm-1) (ν16,18) Bond Length d(O-O) (Å)

structure/spin statea exptl calcd exptl calcd

O2/triplet 1556.3 (43.8)b 1548.9 (43.7) 1.208c 1.221
Co(η1-O2)/doublet 1142-1154d (30-32)e 1154 (32) 1.26f 1.300
CosalO2/doublet 1143-1146g (29-32)e 1227 (34) 1.06h 1.283
CotmppO2/doublet 1142-1154d (30-32)e 1246 (35) 1.26f 1.276
CoporO2/doublet 1142-1154d (30-32)e 1258 (35) 1.26f 1.286
FeporO2/singlet 1139-1159d (30-33)e 1234 (35) 1.25i 1.277
FeporO2/mixedj 1139-1159d (30-33)e 1232 (35) 1.25i 1.276
FeporO2/triplet 1139-1159d (30-33)e 1256 (35) 1.25l 1.271
Rh(η2-O2)/singlet 888k 919 (26) 1.418l 1.429
RhdppeO2

+/singlet 888k 921 (20)m 1.418l 1.408

a Abbreviations from Chart 1. Spin states are for energy minimized structures. b Reference 48. c Reference 49. d Reference 50. e ν16,18/18,16 )
(ν16,16 × ν18,18)1/2. f For oxycobaltomyoglobin, ref 45. g Reference 51. h Reference 44. i For oxymyoglobin, ref 52. j Broken-symmetry state that
mixes singlet and triplet character, ref 53. k Reference 46. l Reference 47. m νO-O couples to the bending modes of the phenyl groups; overall
∆ν16,18 is 25 cm-1.
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1 as the temperature increases to infinity. The maximum normal
18O EIE is observed due to the more pronounced contribution
from the isotope effect on ∆S than the isotope effect on ∆H.
This behavior can be understood in terms of the reduced gas-
phase partition functions, which are believed to originate from
similar phenomena in solution.55,56 The ZPE terms are inverse
because coordination of O2 to a metal increases the number of
oxygen isotope-sensitive vibrations and causes an increased
force constant and zero-point energy level splitting in the product
relative to O2. The EXC term is also inverse for a related reason.
Tightening of the force constant in the product is accompanied
by an increased population of excited vibrational states to a
greater extent for the heavier oxygen isotopologue than for the

lighter one. The EXC decreases with increasing temperature
and eventually approaches 1/MMI. At infinite temperature when
all modes are equally populated, the entropic and enthalpic
contributions to the 18O EIE become vanishingly small.

Discussion

1. Models for Predicting Oxygen Equilibrium Isotope
Effects (18O EIEs). Three different approaches were used to
predict oxygen equilibrium isotope effects (18O EIEs) on the
basis of molecular structure and compared to experimentally
determined values. These approaches include (i) a full frequency
model that includes all vibrations for an actual structure or a
close relative, (ii) a computational three atom cutoff model that

TABLE 3: 18O EIEs and Reduced Partition Functions Based on Calculated Vibrational Frequencies

structure/mediumspin state temp (K)a mode 18O EIE ZPE EXC MMI 18O EIE

Co(η1-O2)/vacuum (doublet) 116 Co16O-18O 1.0527 1.0300 0.9851 1.0374 1.0257
Co18O-16O 1.0007 0.9518 0.9931 1.0587

CosalO2/vacuum (doublet) 391 Co16O-18O 1.0104 0.9781 0.9009 1.1466 1.0058
Co18O-16O 1.0014 0.9484 0.9186 1.1495

CosalO2/THF (doublet) 370 Co16O-18O 1.0128 0.9782 0.9027 1.1469 1.0070
Co18O-16O 1.0014 0.9448 0.9221 1.1494

CosalO2/DMF (doublet) 360 Co16O-18O 1.0137 0.9780 0.9041 1.1464 1.0076
Co18O-16O 1.0016 0.9437 0.9237 1.1491

CotmppO2/vacuum (doublet) 368 Co16O-18O 1.0102 0.9782 0.8942 1.1549 1.0062
Co18O-16O 1.0023 0.9500 0.9130 1.1555

CoporO2/vacuum (doublet) 369 Co16O-18O 1.0097 0.9779 0.9009 1.1461 1.0061
Co18O-16O 1.0024 0.9513 0.9173 1.1487

CoporO2/THF (doublet) 322 Co16O-18O 1.0141 0.9778 0.9067 1.1438 1.0089
Co18O-16O 1.0037 0.9464 0.9242 1.1475

FeporO2/vacuum (singlet) 617 Fe16O-18O 1.0059 0.9827 0.8938 1.1453 1.0019
Fe18O-16O 0.9978 0.9545 0.9100 1.1488

FeporO2/vacuum (mixed)b 497 Fe16O-18O 1.0086 0.9829 0.8961 1.1451 1.0033
Fe18O-16O 0.9981 0.9485 0.9160 1.1488

FeporO2/vacuum (triplet) 400 Fe16O-18O 1.0100 0.9829 0.8977 1.1446 1.0052
Fe18O-16O 1.0005 0.9461 0.9207 1.1487

Rh(η2-O2)/vacuum (singlet) 142 side-on 1.0354 0.9883 0.9959 1.0519 1.0354
RhdppeO2

+/vacuum (singlet) 282 side-on 1.0178 0.9487 0.9288 1.1551 1.0178
RhdmpeO2

+/vacuum (singlet) 291 side-on 1.0166 0.9525 0.9320 1.1452 1.0166
RhdmpeO2

+/ClBz (singlet) 282 side-on 1.0172 0.9527 0.9321 1.1455 1.0172
RhdmpeO2

+/DMF (singlet) 273 side-on 1.0184 0.9530 0.9336 1.1446 1.0184

a Temperature at which the 18O EIE is a maximum. b Broken-symmetry state that mixes singlet and triplet character, ref 53.

TABLE 4: Vibrational Frequencies (cm-1) Used in the Experimental and Computational Cut-Off Models

compd mode 16,16O2
16,18O2

18,16O2
18O EIE298 K

a 18O EIEmax
b

Cotpp(η1-O2)c νO-O 1161 1129d 1129d 1.0136 1.0140 (250 K)
νM-O2 511 511e 489e

δM-O2 278 262f 278f

oxyCoHbg νO-O 1136 1101d 1101d 1.0129 1.0134 (240 K)
νM-O2 537 537e 516e

δM-O2 390 384f 390f

oxyFeHbh νO-O 1130 1102 1095 1.0088 1.0091 (345 K)
νM-O2 568 557 556
δM-O2 425 417 410

Co(η1-O2) νO-O 1153.8 1119.4 1123.1 1.0182 1.0257 (116 K)
νM-O2 436.3 435.7 416.8
δM-O2 119.7 115.7 118.1

RhCl(η2-O2)i νO-O 890 866 866 1.0180 1.0183 (270 K)
νM-O2 sym 581 569 569
νM-O2 asym 595 580 580

Rh(η2-O2) νO-O 918.9 893.2 893.2 1.0273 1.0354 (142 K)
νM-O2 sym 479.9 469.9 469.9
νM-O2 asym 352.9 342.5 342.5

a Calculated at 298 K. b Maximum EIE at the temperature noted. c O2 adduct of deuterated cobalt meso-tetraphenylporphyrin with an axial
pyridine ligand; frequencies for Co-16,16O2 and Co-18,18O2 are from ref 57. d ν16,18/18,16 ) (ν16,16 × ν18,18)1/2. e The stretching frequency is
assumed to be equal in Co-16O-18O and Co-16,16O2 as well as in Co-18O-16O and Co-18,18O2. f The bending mode frequency is assumed to
be equal in Co-16O-18O and Co-18,18O2 as well as in Co-18O-16O and Co-18,18O2. g High pH form; frequencies used for Co-16,16O2 and
Co-18,18O2 are from ref 58. h Human oxyhemoglobin, ref 59. i Frequencies for RhCl(O2)(PPh3)2(t-BuNC) are from ref 60.
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employs frequencies of three calculated normal modes, and (iii)
an experimental cutoff model that employs frequencies of three
measured vibrational modes available for related structures from
the literature.

All calculations were performed by using the formalism of
Bigeleisen and Goeppert-Mayer (eq 7-10).36,37 The full-
frequency model employed DFT calculations on actual or
slightly modified structures with solvent corrections in some
cases. The resulting18O EIEs were either normal (>1) or inverse
(<1) depending on the reaction temperature. Cut-off models,
analogous to those originally proposed by Wolfsberg and co-
workers for reactions of “large molecules”,19 were also exam-
ined. Such models take into consideration only a subset of the
most isotope-sensitive modes and, therefore, are subject to the
incomplete cancelation of errors.

Though not suggested in the original studies,19 simplified
cutoff models analogous to those described by Stern and
Wolfsberg have been used to interpret isotope effects on
reactions of O2.10,16-17 These studies employed select vibrational
frequencies molecules deemed relevant, which had been deter-
mined by infrared or resonance Raman spectroscopy. The η1-
superoxide structures exhibit an O-O stretch (νO-O), a sym-
metric metal-O stretch (νM-O), and a metal-O-O bend
(δM-O2). The η2-peroxide structures include the first two along
with an asymmetric metal-O stretch (aνM-O). Frequencies of
these modes were used in experimental cutoff models to predict
18O EIEs for CosalO2, CotmppO2, and RhdppeO2

+ as a function
of temperature. Though data corresponding to actual structures
were unavailable, representative examples were found and are
summarized in Table 4 for �-perdeuterated cobalt meso-
tetraphenylporphyrin with an axial pyridine molecule, Cotpp(η1-
O2),57 a monomeric insect oxycobalt hemoglobin, oxyCoHb,58

and human oxyhemoglobin, oxyFeHb.59 A model based on the
synthetic compound Rh(O2)(PPh3)2(t-BuNC)Cl, RhCl(η2-O2), is
also presented.60

In Table 4, the isotopic frequencies and computed isotope
effects are compared to those of the computational cutoff model
in which the same three vibrational frequencies were calculated
for a hypothetical three-atom molecule denoted Co(η1-O2) or
Rh(η2-O2). The comparisons indicate that the magnitude of the
frequencies is underestimated in the computational cutoff model
causing both the isotope effect and its temperature dependence
to be inflated; this behavior is indicated by the comparison of
the 18O EIE at 298 K and at the temperature where the 18O EIE
is a maximum.

2. Computational Modeling of Measured 18O EIEs. The
experimental 18O EIEs are compared to the results predicted
by the full-frequency model, computational cutoff model, and
the experimental cutoff model for CosalO2, CotmppO2, and
RhdppeO2 (Figure 4). As summarized in Table 5, the full
frequency model consistently gives a better fit to the experi-
mental data than either of the cutoff models, the worst of which
is derived from the hypothetical three-atom structure. The 18O
EIEs are overestimated by the computational cutoff model
because of the less inverse ZPE and EXC terms, which arise
from underestimated isotope shifts of the metal-oxygen stretch-
ing and bending modes. The experimental cutoff model employs
isotope shifts that are more realistic but still inadequate possibly
as a result of combination vibrational modes or mode mixing.

The comparisons indicate that the full frequency models
should be used whenever possible to predict 18O EIEs as well
as the temperature dependences. Take, for example, CotmppO2,
where experimental cutoff models significantly overestimate the
18O EIEs at all temperatures. Further, the full-frequency calcula-
tions predict that the 18O EIEs for the η1-superoxide species
should increase from low to high temperatures, the maximum
value occurring above ambient. These are precisely the trends
observed experimentally for CotmppO2 as well as CosalO2.

A different situation obtains with RhdppeO2
+ where calcula-

tions with both experimental cutoff and full frequency models

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of isotope effects and reduced gas phase partition functions for CosalO2 (a) and RhdppeO2
+ (b). The following

18O EIEs (s), ZPE (- -), EXC (- - -), EXC × MMI ( · · · ), and MMI (- · -) are calculated for full-frequency models of CosalO2 (left) and RhdppeO2
+

(right).

Figure 4. 18O EIEs measured for (a) CosalO2 in MeTHF (9) and DMF (b), (b) CotmppO2 in MeTHF (b), and (c) RhdppeO2
+ in DMF ([) and ClBz

(b). Predicted temperature profiles are shown in panels a-c for the full-frequency models (s) and computational cutoff models ( · · · ). Experimental
cutoff models are shown for oxyCoHb (- - -) and Cotpp(η1-O2) (- -) in panel b and RhClO2 (- -) in panel c.
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imply reasonable agreement to the empirical results and only
the computational cutoff model is inadequate. Though the level
of agreement between the calculated and measured isotope effect
is excellent at ambient temperature, it deteriorates at lower
temperatures. The experimental 18O EIEs become larger while
the models predict a plateau region. Presently, these results are
attributed to a systematic experimental error arising from
incomplete sample equilibration. The experiments above 245
K suggest that the 18O EIE decreases with increasing temper-
ature, opposite to the behavior projected for the η1-superoxide
structures.

Oxygen transporting heme proteins, hemoglobin and myo-
globin, bind O2 in an end-on manner similar to that observed
in CosalO2 and CotmppO2. The 18O EIEs determined for these
proteins range from 1.0039 to 1.0056 at physiological pH and
ambient temperature.28 We attempted to model these values
using experimental cutoff (Table 4) and theoretical full-
frequency models (Table 5). The experimental cutoff model
predicts an 18O EIE of >1.0088, significantly larger than the
measured effects. The full-frequency models include gas-phase
geometry optimizations of the singlet, broken-symmetry, and
triplet states of the η1-superoxide species, FeporO2. These
calculations show that the 18O EIE predicted for the triplet
FeporO2 (1.0041) matches the experimental value better than
the singlet and broken-symmetry states for which inverse 18O
EIEs (0.9952 and 0.9998) are predicted (Table 5). Oxyhemo-
globin exhibits a temperature-dependent magnetic moment due
to antiferromagnetic coupling,61 therefore, the observation that
the full frequency calculations give mixed results, with the triplet
state exactly reproducing the experimental result, is not surpris-
ing. The determination of spin-state energies for systems with
multiple unpaired electrons remains a computational challenge.29,62

3. Are Experimental Cutoff Models Satisfactory? The
question arises of how useful experimental cutoff models are
in interpreting 18O EIEs for O2 activation reactions. On the basis
of the results in Figure 4, it appears that the cutoff model is

unable to reproduce experimental trends for η1-structures but
performs reasonably for η2-structures. In view of the importance
of low-frequency bending modes in the former, the inadequacy
of the cutoff model likely reflects the end-on geometry rather
than the extent of O-O reduction.

The most obvious problem with the cutoff model is the
inherent deviation from the Redlich-Teller Product Rule, which
requires all vibrational frequencies to be considered in the
calculation of MMI. In applications where some fraction of the
isotope shift is neglected, MMIVP (eq 10) can be up to three
times less than MMIrot (eq 11), even though the terms should
be equivalent. For this reason, the ZPE and EXC contributions
are significantly less inverse than expected from the full
frequency calculations. The reduced partition functions translate
into inflated 18O EIEs with consistently smaller differences
between the η1-superoxide and η2-peroxide structures than
indicated by experimental studies.22

In spite of these deficiencies, the trends in 18O EIEs with
temperature are roughly similar for the experimental cutoff and
full frequency models described in this study; yet only the full
frequency is able to accurately reproduce the experimental
results. We attribute the similar predictions to compensating
entropic and enthalpic influences as well as the cancelation of
errors (Table 6). In general, the full frequency model is more
reliable and gives a more realistic impression of the physical
origins of the 18O EIEs discussed below.

4. Enthalpic and Entropic Contributions. The 18O EIE is
theoretically equal to the equilibrium constant for an isotope
exchange reaction. Enthalpic and entropic contributions can,
therefore, be estimated through analysis using the van’t Hoff
equation. Plotting the data for CosalO2 and CotmppO2 as ln(18O
EIE) versus 1/T gives a straight line from 153 to 298 K with a
slope of -∆∆H/R and y-intercept of ∆∆S/R (Figure 5). Yet
deviations are expected over large ranges in accord with Figure
3. Due to experimental limitations, together with the uncertainty

TABLE 5: Comparison of Experimental 18O Eies to Those Calculated with Full-Frequency Models

product temp (K) 18O EIEcalc PCM 18O EIEexp solvent

CosalO2 218 1.0027 DMF 1.0034 ( 0.0021 DMF
259 1.0057 1.0041 ( 0.0011a

294 0.0069 1.0072 ( 0.0014
CosalO2 161 0.9912 THF 1.0004 ( 0.0026 MeTHF

249 1.0043 1.0056 ( 0.0025
CotmppO2 245 1.0038 none 1.0066 ( 0.0013a ClBz
CoporO2 155 0.9913 THF 0.9990 ( 0.0013b MeTHF

248 1.0039 1.0028 ( 0.0014b

RhdppeO2
+ 298 1.0177 none 1.0199 ( 0.0017a DMF

RhdmpeO2
+ 248 1.0182 DMF 1.0220 ( 0.0019c DMF

313 1.0180 1.0162 ( 0.0015c

RhdmpeO2
+ 246 1.0167 ClBz 1.0274 ( 0.0016c ClBz

295 1.0172 1.0142 ( 0.0028c

FeporO2 (singlet) 298 0.9952 none 1.0039-1.0056d water
FeporO2 (mixed)e 298 0.9998 none 1.0039-1.0056d water
FeporO2 (triplet) 298 1.0041 none 1.0039-1.0056d water

a Reference 22. b 18O EIEexp was determined for CotmppO2; calculations with PCM were done for CoporO2. c Experimental 18O EIE is for
RhdppeO2

+; calculations with PCM were done for RhdmpeO2
+. d Reference 28. e Broken-symmetry state that mixes singlet and triplet character,

reference 53.

TABLE 6: Analysis of the Enthalpic and Entropic Contributions to the 18O EIE

product solvent ∆∆H (cal/mol) ∆∆S (mcal/(K × mol)) ∆∆G at 153 K (cal/mol) ∆∆G at 298 K (cal/mol)

CosalO2 DMF 8.0 ( 1.2 43 ( 5 1.4 ( 1.4 (0.9954)b -4.8 ( 1.9 (1.0081)a

CosalO2 MeTHF 4.4 ( 0.9 27 ( 4 0.3 ( 1.1 (0.9990)a -3.6 ( 1.5 (1.0061)a

CotmppO2 MeTHF 4.4 ( 1.2 27 ( 6 0.3 ( 1.5 (0.9990)a -3.6 ( 2.2 (1.0061)a

a ∆∆H and ∆∆S defined as the light minus heavy isotopologues with errors of (2σ. b The corresponding 18O EIE is given in parentheses.
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in the 18O EIE, RhdppeO2
+ could not be included in the analysis

which follows.
The van’t Hoff plots of ln(18O EIE) versus 1/T for CosalO2

and CotmppO2 exhibit negative slopes in MeTHF and DMF.
Since by definition ∆∆H ) 16,16∆H - 16,18∆H, an inverse
enthalpic isotope effect is observed ranging from +4.4 to +8.0
cal mol-1, well outside the error limits. The inverse effect reflects
the tighter binding of the heavier isotopologue to the metal than
the lighter one. The three independent measurements, thus,
provide compelling support for the inverse ZPE depicted in
Figure 6. Though this behavior is predicted by the full frequency
model it is not adequately reproduced by the cutoff models
because of the insufficient number of vibrational frequencies
considered.

Furthermore, we emphasize that the inverse nature of the ZPE
is opposite to that expected on the basis of the changing O-O
force constant. This is perhaps the most surprising result since
in earlier works, the change in this force constant was assumed
to be the primary determinant of the 18O EIE.9c,28 The van’t
Hoff analysis provides evidence to the contrary and reflects the
origin of the isotope effect in terms of the bond strengths within
the oxygenated product relative to O2. In reactions where O2

coordinates to a reduced metal center, an inverse enthalpic effect
is offset by a dominant normal entropic effect causing the overall
18O EIE to be normal. This is expected to be the origin of heavy
atom isotope effects on small molecule activation in general
where the extent of electron transfer strengthens bonds to the
metal at the expense of losing translation and rotational degrees
of freedom.

Conclusions

This is the first rigorous examination of the physical origins
of the equilibrium isotope effects on the reversible coordination
of O2 to transition metal centers. Experiments reveal that solvent
polarity has no discernible influence on the magnitude of the
oxygen isotope effects but that trends with temperature can be
resolved over sufficiently large ranges, i.e. >50 deg K.

Depending on the contributions of low-frequency isotopic
modes, the oxygen isotope effect may increase or decrease as
the temperature is raised. In this study, matching experimental
and computational results have been obtained for the temperature
dependence of the equilibrium isotope effects, consistent with
an inverse enthalpic isotope effect and normal entropic isotope
effect described below.

The competitive binding of 16O-16O versus 16O-18O is
influenced by compensating enthalpic and entropic factors. For
two structurally similar superoxide compounds, van’t Hoff
analysis indicates an inverse isotope effect on the reaction
enthalpy but a normal isotope effect overall. This behavior is
consistent with the predominance of a normal entropic isotope
effect over the temperature range investigated. Importantly, the
inverse enthalpic effect and dominant entropic effect are counter
to the trends expected for an isolated change in O-O force
constant as O2 is reduced to superoxide and peroxide species.

Three different models for predicting the temperature depen-
dence of the oxygen equilibrium isotope effects were evaluated.
A full frequency model, which includes all vibrational frequen-
cies derived from density functional theory calculations on actual
structures or close relatives, is found to be superior to cutoff
models. Two cutoff models were examined, one which em-
ployed a hypothetic three-atom structure and one which used
experimental vibrational frequencies associated with the most
isotope-sensitive stretching and bending modes. Only the full
frequency model was able to accurately and reliably reproduce
the experimental differences in the magnitudes of the isotope
effects as well as the temperature variations for end-on super-
oxide structures.

Though there are still limitations in the ability to predict heavy
atom isotope effects with use of vibrational frequencies from
density functional theory calculations, this work represents a
significant advance in modeling the temperature-dependent and
-independent contributions. To reiterate, the analyses demon-
strate that both enthalpic and entropic components are important
when small molecules coordinate to reduced transition metal
centers. The normal isotope effect on the reaction entropy is
found to dominate in reversible O2 binding reactions over the
experimental temperature range. Future efforts will be directed
toward understanding whether the same holds true for the
oxygen kinetic isotope effects which characterize the related
O2 association reactions.

Appendix

The 18O EIE is represented in this work as a weighted
geometric mean63a according to eq A-1, where the individual
EIEs represent the M-18O-16O and M-16O-18O coordination
modes relative to M-16O-16O. The weighting term, R, repre-
sents the fraction of metal-O2 adduct with 16O-18O coordinated
via the heavy isotope (18O). The mathematical definition, R )
[M-18O-16O]/{[M-18O-16O] + [M-16O-18O]}, requires R
to fall between 0 and 1. The expression for the weighted
geometric mean (eq A-1) is derived below and R is recast in
terms of the individual isotope effects calculated from the
Bigeleisen/Goeppert-Mayer formalism.

18O EIEWGM ) (18,16O EIE)R × (16,18O EIE)(1-R) (A-1)

When 16O-18O coordinates end-on to a metal, the following
equilibrium occurs:

Figure 5. van’t Hoff analysis: (a) CosalO2 in MeTHF (9) and DMF
(b) and (b) CotmppO2 in MeTHF ([). The data are weighted by (2σ
error bars.

Figure 6. Zero point energy changes upon outer-sphere or inner-sphere
reduction of O2.
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M + 16O -18OaRM -18O -16O+ (1-R)M -16O -18O

(A-2)

The equilibrium constant, (16,18)Keq, corresponding to the com-
petition of the mixed isotopologue of oxygen for the two
different bonding modes is given by:

(16,18)Keq )
[M18O16O]R × [M16O18O](1-R)

[M][16,18O2]
(A-3)

Since [M] ) [M]R × [M](1-R) and [O2] ) [O2]R × [O2](1-R), eq
A-3 can be rewritten as:

(16,18)Keq ) ( [M18O16O]
[M][16,18O2]

)R ×( [M16O18O]
[M][16,18O2]

)(1-R)

(A-4)

Inserting the equilibrium constants, 18,16Keq and 16,18Keq, defined
by the terms in parentheses gives:

(16,18)Keq )
18,16Keq

R × 16,18Keq
(R-1) (A-5)

Equating (16,18)Keq to 16,18Keq in eq 1 and treating the light
isotopologue analogously, by inserting 16,16Keq ) 16,16Keq

R ×
16,16Keq

(1-R), results in:

18O EIE)
16,16Keq

R × 16,16Keq
(1-R)

18,16Keq
R × 16,18Keq

(1-R)
(A-6)

Regrouping this expression gives the definition of the 18O
EIE as a weighted geometric mean (A-1):

18O EIE) (16,16Keq

18,16Keq
)R ×(16,16Keq

16,18Keq
)(1-R)

(A-7)

The R is defined as the fraction of metal-O2 adduct with
16O-18O coordinated via the heavy oxygen isotope. The
parameter can equivalently be expressed in terms of individual
equilibrium constants:

R ) 18,16Keq/(18,16Keq+
16,18Keq) (A-8)

Redefining the individual equilibria in terms of the overall 18O
EIE gives:

R) 1
18,16O EIE

× 16,16Keq ⁄

( 1
18,16O EIE

× 16,16Keq +
1

16,18O EIE
× 16,16Keq) (A-9)

After cancelation of 16,16Keq and rearrangement, the following
simplified expression is obtained:

R) 1

1+
18,16O EIE
16,18O EIE

(A-10)
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